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Abstract
The technical problem addressed in this paper is,
given two rule systems for consequence relations
X and Y, how to construct Y-approximations of
a given X-relation. While an upper Yapproximation can be easily constructed if all Yrules are Horn, the construction of lower Yapproximations is less straightforward. We
address the problem by defining the notion of coclosure under co-Horn rules, that can be used to
remedy violation of certain rules by removing
arguments. In particular, we show how the coclosure under Monotonicity can be used to
construct the monotonic restriction of a
preferential relation. Unlike the more usual
closure under the rules of M , this co-closure
operator supports the intuition that preferential
reasoning is more liberal than monotonic
reasoning. The approach is embedded in a general
framework for comparing rule systems for
consequence relations. A salient feature of this
framework is that it is also possible to compare
rule systems that are not related by metalevel
entailment.

1. INTRODUCTION
1. 1 MOTIVATION AND SCOPE
Nonmonotonic reasoning is the process of ‘tentatively
inferring from given information rather more than is
deductively implied’ (Makinson, 1994). Nonmonotonic
reasoning can thus be said to be more liberal than
monotonic reasoning. Correspondingly, the set of
arguments accepted by a nonmonotonic reasoning agent
(also called a consequence relation, and defined as a subset
of L×L, where L is the language) can be divided into a
deductive or monotonic part and a nonmonotonic part. Let
us call the function which maps an arbitrary consequence
relation to its monotonic core the monotonic restriction.
Although the notion of monotonic core has been

considered before (Stachniak, 1993), it does not seem to
occupy a central place in the theory of nonmonotonic
consequence relations, and operators to construct the
monotonic core of a given relation have not been defined
before.1 Kraus et al. (1990) define a monotonic closure
operator, which however maps a consequence relation to a
monotonic superset (and may therefore be called the
monotonic extension). The operator seems to be inspired
by the Horn form of the rules they consider. However, as
we show in this paper even with Horn rules it is possible
to apply them in the reverse direction to remove
arguments from the consequence relation.
Another aspect we clarify in this paper is the role of
metalevel entailment between rule systems. For instance,
we have that all the rules of P are rules of M , hence all
monotonic consequence relations are preferential. In our
view this is a special case of a more general phenomenon,
namely that P-semantics encodes more information than
M-semantics, because it has to distinguish more
consequence relations. However, the presence of metalevel
entailment does not, by itself, indicate whether this extra
information is used to establish a more liberal or rather a
less liberal form of reasoning.
Moreover, metalevel entailment is not even a necessary
condition for one rule system to be more liberal than
another. This will be demonstrated by defining a variant of
P that is incomparable to it wrt. metalevel entailment
(each system includes a rule that is not a rule of the other
system), yet clearly and unambiguously axiomatises a less
liberal form of reasoning than P . In fact, failure to relate
these rule systems by an existing comparison criterion
was the original motivation for this paper.
1. 2 AN EXAMPLE
Consider two reasoning agents NM and CNM, which
differ only in the way they handle contradictory
information: while NM infers everything from
contradictory premisses, CNM refuses to draw any
conclusions from them. For all other premisses they agree
on the consequences. It follows that the set of CNM1I.e. operators that work directly on the consequence relation (rather
than on its semantic characterisation).

b∧¬f |~ f
b |~ f
CNM
NM

b∧¬f |~ b

p |~ b

p∧¬b |~ b

Figure 1. NM is a more liberal reasoner than CNM.
arguments is a subset of the set of NM-arguments (Figure
1). For instance, both NM and CNM infer b from p, but
while NM infers anything (including b) from p∧¬b,
CNM considers those premisses to have no consequences.
Notice that NM and CNM can predict each other’s
behaviour and hence, in a sense, employ the same
information in their reasoning. Specifically, CNM can
reconstruct X’s behaviour by the rule ‘if I don’t infer
anything from given premisses, NM will infer everything
from them; if on the other hand I do infer some
consequences, NM will infer exactly the same’. In other
words, CNM drops conclusions without dropping
information.
As indicated in Figure 1 NM does not conclude f from
b∧¬f, i.e. NM considers b∧¬f to be contradictory. Since
NM does conclude f from b it follows that NM is a
nonmonotonic reasoner. Now consider two other
reasoning agents M1 and M2, neither of which accepts an
inference from α to β without treating α∧¬β as
contradictory premisses (from which they, like NM, infer
everything). This means that neither M1 nor M2 can
reason exactly like NM: if they want to keep the inference
from b to f they should, unlike NM, consider b∧¬f
contradictory, while if they follow NM in not considering
b∧¬f contradictory they should drop the inference from b
to f. As it turns out, M1 takes the first option and hence
infers everything from b∧¬f, while M2 drops the
inference from b to f (Figure 2).

b∧¬f |~ f

M1
NM

b |~ f
M2

p |~ b

b∧¬f |~ b

p∧¬b |~ b

Figure 2. Upper and lower approximations of NM.

Clearly, M1 is strictly more liberal than NM and M2 is
strictly less liberal than NM. Furthermore, NM is
perfectly able to predict the behaviour of both M1 and
M2, but neither M1 nor M2 can exactly reproduce NM’s
behaviour. M1 cannot predict NM, because NM treats the
arguments ‘from b infer f’ and ‘from p infer b’ differently,
while M1 treats them in the same way. Although M2 and
NM agree on what they consider contradictory, M2 does
not know for what non-contradictory α∧¬β NM accepts
the argument ‘from α infer β’. In both cases, information
has been dropped that cannot be reconstructed. Notice that
— compared to NM — M1 drops information to infer
more conclusions, while M2 drops information to infer
less conclusions. Also, note that M1 and M2 cannot
reproduce each other’s behaviour.
In these examples NM embodies the prototypical
nonmonotonic reasoner, who is willing to infer f from b
by default, at the same time accepting b∧¬f as an
exceptional but not contradictory circumstance (the reader
may want to read ‘it is a bird’ for b, ‘it flies’ for f, and ‘it
is a penguin’ for p — note that the inference from p to b
is treated as a deductive inference by all reasoners). In
contrast, M1 and M2 are classical monotonic reasoners,
who are unable to deal with such default inferences: they
either accept the exception b∧¬f as being noncontradictory and drop the default inference (M2), or else
reconstruct the default inference as a deductive inference,
turning the exception into a contradiction (M1).
It is easy enough to define a closure operator constructing
M1 from NM. In this paper we define a co-closure
operator constructing M2 from NM. As M2 represents the
monotonic core of NM, this operator stays close to the
intuition that NM ‘jumps to conclusions’. We will also
explain why CNM may be considered a more conservative
form of reasoning than NM, even though there is no
closure operator to map NM to CNM or vice versa.
1. 3 APPROACH
In this paper we will address the issues mentioned above
by introducing a concept of reduction that is similar to its
counterpart in computational complexity theory. If X and
Y are rule systems, we define a reduction of X to Y as a
function f mapping consequence relations to consequence
relations, such that x satisfies the rules of X iff f(x)
satisfies the rules of Y . A reduction establishes a
correspondence between X-reasoners and Y-reasoners, such
that any X-reasoner can predict the behaviour of the
corresponding Y-reasoner. This correspondence then
establishes a relation between X and Y; for instance, it
may map any X-relation to a Y-relation that is a subset or
superset. It can also be used to investigate the relation
between rule systems that are incomparable by metalevel
entailment.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The formal
preliminaries are given in Section 2. Section 3 introduces
reductions, and the derived notions of extension and

restriction, and applies these to various rule systems. In
Section 4 we discuss the main implications of this work.

set of such metalevel rules, denoted by abbreviations in
boldface capitals.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2. 1. 2 Semantics

The formal background of this paper is rooted in the work
on abstract consequence relations that are axiomatised by
metalevel rules (Gabbay, 1985; Makinson, 1989; Kraus et
al., 1990). Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor have characterised several sets of such metalevel rules in their
seminal paper (Kraus et al., 1990), the most important of
which are M for monotonic or deductive reasoning, P for
preferential reasoning, and C for cumulative reasoning.
These rule systems are related by metalevel entailment: an
axiomatisation of P is obtained by adding the rule of Or
to C , and therefore all rules of C are entailed by P (see
Definition 1 below). Similarly, M is axiomatised by P
augmented with the rule of Monotonicity.

Consequence relations provide the semantics for this
metalanguage, by fixing the meaning of the metapredicate
|~. Formally, a consequence relation is a subset of L×L.
They will be used to model part or all of the reasoning
behaviour of a particular reasoning agent, by listing a
number of arguments (pairs of premiss and conclusion)
the agent is prepared to accept. A consequence relation
satisfies a rule whenever it satisfies all instances of the
rule, and violates it otherwise, where an instance of a rule
is obtained by replacing the variables of the rule with
formulae from L. A consequence relation satisfies an
instance of a rule if, whenever it satisfies the ground
literals in the antecedent of the rule, it also satisfies the
consequent. A consequence relation satisfies a negated
ground literal if it does not satisfy the unnegated ground
literal. Finally:
♦ a ground literal = α is satisfied whenever the
propositional formula from L denoted by α is
true in every model in U;
♦ a ground literal α ~
| β is satisfied whenever the
pair of propositional formulae from L denoted by
α and β is an element of the consequence
relation.

2. 1 THE METALANGUAGE
In this section we define the metalanguage used for
formulating rule systems. We mostly follow the
terminology and notation of (Kraus et al., 1990); readers
familiar with that paper may want to skip this section.
Throughout the paper L is a propositional language over a
countable set of proposition symbols, closed under the
usual logical connectives. We are furthermore given a set
of propositional models U, and a satisfaction relation = ⊆
U×L that is well-behaved with respect to the logical
connectives and compact. As usual, we write = α for
∀m∈U: m = α, for arbitrary α∈L. Note that U may be a
proper subset of the set of all truth-assignments to
proposition symbols in L, which would reflect prior
knowledge or background knowledge of the reasoning
agent. Equivalently, we may think of U as the set of
models of an implicit background theory T, and let = α
stand for ‘α is a logical consequence of T’.
2. 1. 1 Syntax
The metalanguage for reasoning about consequence relations is a restricted predicate language built up from a
unary metapredicate = in prefix notation (standing for
validity with respect to U in L) and a binary metapredicate
|~ in infix notation (standing for an unspecified relation of
consequence). In referring to object-level formulae from L
we employ a countable set of metavariables α, β, γ , δ,
…, and the logical connectives from L act as function
symbols on the metalevel. Metalevel literals are atomic
formulae or their negation; instead of ¬(= α) we write =/
α, and instead of ¬(α ~
| β) we write α ~
|/ β. Formulae of
the metalanguage, often referred to as rules or properties,
are of the form P1,…,Pn / Q for n≥0 (usually written in an
expanded Gentzen-style notation), where P1,…,Pn and Q
are literals. Intuitively, such a rule should be interpreted as
an implication with antecedent P1,…,Pn (interpreted
conjunctively) and consequent Q, in which all variables
are implicitly universally quantified. A rule system is a

It is customary to ignore the distinction between the
metalanguage and its semantics by referring to a particular
consequence relation as |~ and writing p |~ q instead of
〈p,q〉∈~
| . If X is a rule system, a consequence relation
satisfying the rules of X is called an X-relation. Rule
system X entails rule system Y if every X-relation is a
Y-relation.
2. 2 RULE SYSTEMS
In this section we introduce the rule systems considered in
this paper.
2. 2. 1 The systems C, P and M
Among the rule systems studied by Kraus et al. (1990) are
the following.
DEFINITION 1 (Rule systems C, P, and M). The
rule system C (for cumulative reasoning)
consists of the following rules:
α |~ α
= α ↔ β , α |~ γ
Left Logical Equivalence:
β |~ γ
= α → β , γ |~ α
Right Weakening:
γ |~ β
α |~ β , α ∧ β |~ γ
Cut:
α |~ γ
Reflexivity:

Cautious Monotonicity:

α |~ β , α |~ γ
α∧β |~ γ

The rule system P (for preferential reasoning)
consists of the rules of C plus the following
rule:
Or:

α |~ γ , β |~ γ
α∨β |~ γ

The rule system M (for monotonic reasoning)
consists of the rules of P plus the following
rule:
Monotonicity:

= α → β , β |~ γ
α |~ γ

The axiomatisations of C , P and M have been chosen
such that they can be obtained from one another by adding
or deleting rules. Consequently, M entails P and P entails
C . Note that Cautious Monotonicity and Left Logical
Equivalence are redundant in M, since they are implied by
Monotonicity.
The main result of (Kraus et al., 1990) is a characterisation of these rule systems in terms of the following
semantics (with slight changes of terminology):
DEFINITION 2 (Cumulative, preferential and
monotonic structures). A cumulative structure is
a triple W = 〈S,l,<〉, where S is a set of states, l:
S→2U is a function that labels every state with a
nonempty set of models, and < is a binary
relation2 on S. A state s∈S satisfies a formula
α∈L iff for every model m∈l(s), m = α; the set
of states satisfying α is denoted by [α]. The
consequence relation defined by W is denoted by
|~W and is defined by: α |~W β iff every state
minimal (wrt. <) in [α] satisfies β.
A preferential structure is a cumulative structure
〈S,l,<〉 where every label l(s) is a singleton, and
< is a strict partial order (i.e., < is irreflexive and
transitive).
A monotonic structure is a preferential structure
〈S,l,∅〉, i.e. the preference relation is empty.
The intermediate level of states allows the same model to
appear at several points in the ordering.
2. 2. 2 The system CP
In order to capture the behaviour of the reasoning agent
CNM from the introduction of this paper, who refuses to
draw any conclusion from contradictory premisses, we
introduce the following rule system.
2< is not necessarily a partial order, but it should satisfy a certain
‘smoothness condition’, which is for instance satisfied if < does not
have infinite descending chains.

DEFINITION 3 (Consistent preferential reasoning). The rule system CP consists of the rules of
P with the exception of Reflexivity, and
additionally the following two rules:
Consistent Reflexivity:
Consistency:

α |~ α , α |~/ ¬ β
β |~ β
=α→¬β
α |~/ β

A consistent preferential structure is a preferential
structure W = 〈S,l,<〉. The consequence relation
defined by W is denoted by ~
| W and is defined by:
α |~W β iff (i) [α]=∅, and (ii) every state
minimal in [α] satisfies β.
Similar forms of reasoning have been considered in the
literature before (e.g. Benferhat et al., 1992). The system
CP is included here mainly for the sake of argument;
however, we will briefly pause to comment on one of its
possible applications.
Consistent preferential reasoning was studied in (Flach,
1995) as a model for a certain kind of induction called
confirmatory induction, which is a form of closed-world
reasoning based on the assumption ‘objects that I haven’t
seen behave like objects I have seen’. In this form of
reasoning α |~ β is interpreted as ‘observations α confirm
inductive hypothesis β’, and the rule of Consistency
means that contradictory observations do not confirm any
hypotheses. Apart from being intuitively justifiable, this
enables the unification of confirmatory induction with
explanatory induction, where a hypothesis is required to
entail the observations unless they are contradictory.
Clearly, in the presence of Consistency, various properties
such as Supraclassicality (from = α→β derive α |~ β) are
too strong; this is remedied by replacing Reflexivity with
the weaker rule Consistent Reflexivity. Consequently, P
and CP do not entail each other. Notice that consistent
preferential structures consist of the same information as
preferential structures, but this information is used in a
different way by the addition of condition (i). For a proof
of the completeness of CP with respect to consistent
preferential structures see (Flach, 1995; 1996).
2. 3 CLOSURES AND CO-CLOSURES
We introduce some new terminology, drawing upon an
analogy with logic programming. This analogy is revealed
by viewing the formulae from the object language L as
ground terms in a Herbrand universe. Consequence
relations then correspond to Herbrand interpretations
(restricted to the metapredicate |~) of the metalanguage,
whose rules can be easily transformed to clausal notation.

2. 3. 1 Closure under Horn rules
DEFINITION 4 (Definite rules, indefinite rules,
and denials). A rule P1,…,Pn / Q is called
1. definite if all of P1,…,Pn and Q are positive
literals;
2. indefinite if at least one of P1,…,Pn is a
negative literal and Q is a positive literal;
3. a denial if all of P1,…,Pn are positive literals
and Q is a negative literal.3
This exhausts all the possibilities: the case that at least
one of P1,…,Pn is a negative literal and Q is a negative
literal can be rewritten to case 1 or case 2.
EXAMPLE 1. All of the above rules are definite,
except the added CP-rules:
Consistent
Reflexivity is an indefinite rule, and Consistency
is a denial.
As is well-known, with a set of definite rules D one can
associate an immediate consequence operator, which maps
a set of arguments A to its immediate consequences under
D , as follows (groundL(D) stands for the set of ground
instances of rules in D over the Herbrand universe L):
TD(A) = {Q | P1,…,Pn / Q is a definite rule in
groundL(D) and P1,…,Pn is satisfied by A}
We will make use of the following proposition, wellknown from logic programming theory.
PROPOSITION 1 (Horn closure). Let D be a set
of definite rules. The intersection of any set of
D-relations is also a D-relation. The smallest Drelation containing a given set of arguments is
unique and equal to the intersection of all Drelations containing the given arguments, and
also to the least fixpoint of the immediate
consequence operator TD, starting from the given
arguments.
≈
The latter construction is called the D-closure of the
original set of arguments. As a denial does not produce
positive consequences, Proposition 1 also holds for sets of
definite rules and denials, jointly called Horn rules.
Although they don’t use the above terminology, Kraus et
al. define, for each rule system they consider, a
corresponding closure operator. Thus, these closure
operators use the metalevel rules (which are all Horn) to
derive further arguments. For instance, the M-closure
operator will turn a preferential consequence relation into a
monotonic superset. Intuitively, the M-closure arises
3For determining whether a rule is definite, indefinite or a denial,
literals with the ‘built-in’ predicates = and =/ can be ignored.

from the assumption that the default rules employed by
the preferential reasoner are actually without exceptions.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider Figure 2. NM violates
Monotonicity because b |~ f while b∧¬f |~/ f. The
M-closure operator will add b∧¬f |~ f by virtue
of Monotonicity. Furthermore, assuming that
NM is a P-reasoner we already have b∧¬f ~
| ¬f
by Reflexivity and Right Weakening. In a next
iteration the M-closure operator will therefore add
b∧¬f |~ f∧¬f by virtue of Right And (a derived
rule of M). Finally, we obtain b∧¬f ~
| δ for all
δ∈L because of Right Weakening, i.e. b∧¬f is
contradictory. Notice that in general it is
insufficient to close off under Monotonicity only
(see Example 5 for a counter-example).
2. 3. 2 Co-closure under co-Horn rules
A less common but in the context of this paper very
useful dual of the above is obtained if we consider
complements of consequence relations, and view α |~/ β as
a ‘co-positive’ literal and α ~
| β as a ‘co-negative’ literal.
DEFINITION 5 (Co-definite rules, co-indefinite
rules, co-denials, and co-Horn rules). A rule
P1,…,Pn / Q is called
1. co-definite if exactly one of P1,…,Pn is a
positive literal, and Q is a positive literal;
2. co-indefinite if at least two of P1,…,Pn are
positive literals and Q is a positive literal;
3. a co-denial if all of P1,…,Pn are negative
literals and Q is a positive literal;
4. co-Horn if it is either co-definite or a codenial.
EXAMPLE 3. Left Logical Equivalence, Right
Weakening, Monotonicity, Consistent Reflexivity and Consistency are co-definite; Cut,
Cautious Monotonicity and Or are co-indefinite;
and Reflexivity is a co-denial.
We can thus define an immediate co-consequence operator
given a set of co-definite rules CD, which operates on a
set of arguments A and computes the set of immediate coconsequences of A (arguments to be removed from A)
under CD.
CTCD(A) = {P | ¬P1,…,¬Pn,P / Q is a co-definite rule
in groundL(CD) and ¬P1,…,¬Pn and
¬Q are satisfied by A}
The following proposition is the dual of Proposition 1:
PROPOSITION 2 (Co-Horn co-closure). Let C D
be a set of co-definite rules. The largest CDrelation contained in a given set of arguments is

unique and equal to the union of all CD-relations
contained in those arguments, and also to the
complement of the least fixpoint of the
immediate co-consequence operator CT CD ,
starting from the complement of the given
arguments.
≈

semantics encodes more information than the Ysemantics. Assuming that all Y-relations are images under
f (otherwise the Y-semantics would need additional
information to characterise those Y-relations not in the
co-domain of f), we may say that f encodes the difference
in information encoded in X and Y.

The latter construction is called the CD-co-closure of the
original set of arguments. It is the main technical tool for
obtaining the results in the next section.

DEFINITION 6 (Reduction). Given two rule
systems X and Y , a reduction of X to Y is a
function f mapping consequence relations to
consequence relations, such that (i) x is an Xrelation iff f(x) is a Y-relation; (ii) every Yrelation is the f-image of an X-relation. If such a
mapping exists we say that X reduces to Y. If in
addition Y reduces to X, we say that X and Y are
reduction-equivalent, otherwise X properly
reduces to Y.

EXAMPLE 4. Consider again Figure 2. The coclosure of NM under Monotonicity will remove
b |~ f, since b∧¬f |~/ f is satisfied by NM.

3. COMPARING RULE SYSTEMS
We now come to the main part of the paper. Section 3.1
defines reductions between rule systems, and the
conditions under which these may establish extensions or
restrictions. The relations between P and M and between
P and CP are studied in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
3. 1 REDUCTIONS, EXTENSIONS AND
RESTRICTIONS
We want to characterise the difference in information
encoded in rule systems X and Y , or equivalently in the
semantics characterising them. Generally speaking, a
semantics for X has two purposes:
1. to distinguish between different X-relations, and
2. to distinguish between X-relations and non-Xrelations, i.e. to answer the decision problem ‘is
x an X-relation?’
The idea of a reduction is to find a rule system Y and a
mapping f such that this latter decision problem is
equivalent to the decision problem ‘is f(x) a Y-relation?’
(Figure 3). We may lose the distinction between some of
the X-relations in the process, in which case the X-

•

•

X
•

Y
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Figure 3. A reduction of X to Y.

Notice that the relation ‘reduces to’ is a pre-order (it is
reflexive and transitive).
3. 1. 1 Reductions between Horn systems
The M-closure as defined by Kraus et al. is not a reduction
of anything else than the empty set of rules to M, since it
maps any consequence relation into a monotonic superset.
In general, a reduction of X to Y must be strong enough
to transform X-relations into Y-relations, but not so
strong that it transforms non-X-relations into Y-relations.
Clearly, the M-closure is too strong in this sense. There
is, however, a way out by taking the difference between
the P-closure and the M-closure.
THEOREM 3 (Horn reduction). Let X and Y be
two rule systems, such that Y entails X. If every
rule of X and Y is Horn, then X reduces to Y ; if
in addition X does not entail Y the reduction is
proper.
Proof. If X and Y are Horn, then the closure of
~
| under X and Y is well-defined and denoted by
|~X and |~Y, respectively. Consider the following
function:
f( |~ ) = ~
| Y — ( |~X — |~ )
We will prove that f establishes a reduction of X
to Y. If |~ is an X-relation then |~ = |~X and thus
f( ~
| )=~
| Y. On the other hand, if ~
| violates a
rule of X because α |~/ β and α |~X β, then the
inference is removed from |~Y and thus f( |~ )
violates the same rule of X. Clearly f maps onto
the whole of Y because Y-relations are mapped
onto itself.
If X does not entail Y there are more X-relations
than Y-relations, hence there is no reduction of
Y to X.
≈
Notice that both X and Y are required to be Horn — we
cannot use the construction in the proof of Theorem 3 to
reduce a non-Horn system to a Horn system.

3. 1. 2 Extensions and restrictions
Once we have established a reduction of X to Y , we may
want to investigate the relation between X-relations and
the Y-relations they are mapped to.
DEFINITION 7 (Extension and restriction). Given
a reduction of X to Y, its restriction to the set of
X-relations is called a semi-reduction of X to Y.
A semi-reduction is an extension (restriction) if it
maps every consequence relation to a superset
(subset); we say that X extends to (restricts to)
Y . The extension (restriction) is proper if in
addition X properly reduces to Y.
The relations ‘extends to’ and ‘restricts to’ are partial
orders, but X may both extend and restrict to Y (we will
see below that this is the case for P and M).

COROLLARY 4. C properly extends to P , and P
properly extends to M.
Proof. We can use Kraus et al.’s P-closure as an
extension of C to P , and their M-closure as an
extension of P to M.
≈
As we have argued before, this closure approach
establishes a relation between P and M which is
intuitively unsatisfactory because it deems preferential
reasoning more conservative than deductive reasoning. In
the next section we define a reduction of P to M that is
intuitively more appealing.
3. 2 COMPARING P AND M
It is straightforward to obtain a dual to Theorem 3 which
relates co-Horn rule systems by means of their coclosures. Such a result would however have limited
practical importance, since none of the rule systems
considered in this paper are co-Horn. However, note that
Monotonicity is a co-definite rule; we will show that the
co-closure under Monotonicity yields a restriction of P to
M, without further help of the rules of P.

α~
| β
Monotonicity

Right Weakening
γ ~
| β

The following Lemma provides the key insight.

α~
| δ

Right Weakening

Monotonicity
γ |~ δ

(a) Right Weakening
α |~ δ

β~
| δ

Monotonicity
γ ~
| δ

Or
α ∨ β |~ δ

Monotonicity
Or
γ ∨ β |~ δ

(b) Or
α~
| β

α ∧β ~
| δ

Monotonicity
γ |~ β

Cut
α |~ δ

3. 2. 1 The restriction of P to M

Monotonicity
γ ∧ β |~ δ

LEMMA 5. The co-closure under Monotonicity of
a P-relation is an M-relation.
Proof. Clearly the co-closure under Monotonicity
of any consequence relation is a subset that
satisfies Monotonicity. We will show that the
removal of arguments will not introduce
violations of rules of P.
For Reflexivity, α |~ α would be removed if
= γ → α and γ |~/ α for some γ , but this is
impossible if ~
| is preferential (use Reflexivity
and Right Weakening).
For Right Weakening, suppose α |~ β and
= β→δ. α |~ δ would be removed if = γ → α and
γ |~/ δ for some γ , but then we would also have
γ |~/ β by Right Weakening, hence α |~ β would
be removed, preventing the violation of Right
Weakening.
For Or and Cut an analogous argument holds (see
Figure 4).
Finally, Left Logical Equivalence and Cautious
Monotonicity are implied by Monotonicity. ≈

Monotonicity
Cut
γ ~
| δ

(c) Cut
Figure 4. Confluence of Monotonicity with rules of P.

It should be noted that the dual of Lemma 5 does not hold:
if we would close off a preferential relation under
Monotonicity only, the resulting relation may violate
some rule of P . Monotonicity by itself does not fully
characterise the difference between a P-relation and its Mextension.

EXAMPLE 5. Consider the preferential structure
with states s<t<u such that s satisfies a, b, ¬c
and ¬d, t satisfies a, ¬b, c and ¬d, and u
satisfies a, b, c and d. We thus have a |~ b and
c∧b |~ d, but a |~/ d, c |~/ b, and c |~/ d.
Suppose now = c→a, then closing off under
Monotonicity adds c ~
| b but not c ~
| d. The
resulting relation violates Cut and is therefore
not an M-relation.
We will now show that there is a reduction of P to M of
which the co-closure under Monotonicity establishes the
semi-reduction.
THEOREM 6. P properly restricts to M.
Proof. Let |~ be an arbitrary consequence relation,
let |~P denote its P-closure, and let |~M′ denote
the co-closure under Monotonicity of |~.
Consider the function g defined as follows:
 |~M′ i f |~ P = |~

g( |~ ) = 

 |~ otherwise

We will prove that g establishes a reduction of P
to M . If |~ satisfies P then |~ = |~P and therefore
g( |~ ) = |~M′ which satisfies M by Lemma 5. On
the other hand, if ~
| violates a rule of P then ~
|P
≠ |~, hence g( ~
| ) = |~ violates M.
Since P does not entail M there are more Prelations than M-relations, hence there is no
reduction of M to P.
Finally, we have that P-relations are mapped to
subsets, which means that the semi-reduction is a
restriction.
≈
The reduction g in the proof of Theorem 6 is admittedly
not very elegant — note however that g( |~ ) = |~M′ — (~
|P
— |~) doesn’t work because co-closure under
Monotonicity may remove violations of P . In any case,
the importance of this result is that we have obtained an
alternative way of relating P and M , by defining the Mrestriction of a P-relation as its co-closure under
Monotonicity.
3. 2. 2 Semantic characterisations
For completeness we also give semantic characterisations
of the above semi-reductions of P to M. The M-extension
of a P-relation is obtained by throwing out every state
which represents an exception to a preferential argument
(the preference order becoming obsolete in the process).4
4Similar results have been obtained by (Stachniak, 1993; Benferhat et
al., 1996).

THEOREM 7 (Semantic characterisation of
extension of P to M). Let |~ be a preferential
relation characterised by the preferential structure
〈S,l,<〉, and let |~ ′ be characterised by the
monotonic structure 〈S′,l,∅〉 with
S′ = S — {s∈ S | s satisfies α∧¬β for some α |~ β}
|~′ is the M-extension of |~.
Proof. For every argument α |~ β we have that
every state in S ′ satisfies α→β, hence ~
| ′ is a
superset of |~. Since |~ ′ is monotonic and |~M is
the smallest monotonic superset of |~, we have
|~′ ⊇ |~M; we will prove that |~′ ⊆ |~M.
Suppose therefore α ~
| ′ β; we will prove that
α |~M β. If α |~ β then clearly α |~M β; so
suppose α |~/ β, i.e. there exist states in S
satisfying α∧¬β. Since α |~ ′ β all such states
have been removed from S — that is, for every
state s∈S satisfying α∧¬β there are δ,ε∈L such
that δ |~ ε and s satisfies δ∧¬ε. Let ∆ denote the
conjunction ∧(δ→ε) over these δ,ε∈L, then we
have α∧¬β ~
| ¬∆, hence by a valid P-derivation
α |~ ∆→β. On the other hand we have δ |~ ε for
each of these δ,ε∈L, therefore true |~ δ→ε
hence true |~ ∆ . Finally, we have α |~M ∆→β
and α |~M ∆, and thus α |~M β.
≈
The M-restriction of a P-relation is obtained by ignoring
the preference order.
THEOREM 8 (Semantic characterisation of
restriction of P to M). Let |~ be a preferential
relation characterised by the preferential structure
〈S,l,<〉, and let |~ ′ be characterised by the
monotonic structure 〈S,l,∅〉 . ~
| ′ is the Mrestriction of |~.
Proof. As before we denote the M-restriction of
|~ by |~M′ . Clearly |~ ′ is a subset of |~. Since |~′
is monotonic and ~
| M′ is the largest monotonic
subset of |~, we have |~ ′ ⊆ |~M′ ; we will prove
that |~′ ⊇ |~M′ .
Suppose therefore that α |~/′ β; we will prove
α |~/M′ β. If α ~
|/ β then clearly α ~
|/ M′ β; so
suppose α |~ β. Since α |~/′ β there exists a state
in S (non-minimal in [α]) satisfying α∧¬β. It
follows that α∧¬β |~/ β, hence γ |~/M′ β for every
γ such that = α∧¬β→γ due to the construction
of the co-closure under Monotonicity — in
particular α |~/M′ β.
≈
As a general conclusion we may say that the relation
between P and M is ambiguous (at least on purely formal
grounds), since P both extends and restricts to M . Our
intuition that P establishes a logic of ‘jumping to
conclusions’ must therefore be rooted in pragmatics. We
will return to the issue in Section 4 below.

3. 3 COMPARING P AND CP
The relation between P and CP is of interest, because
neither of these rule systems entails the other. We show
that they are still comparable within our framework.
THEOREM 9. P restricts to C P , and C P extends
to P.
Proof. A bijection between the set of P-relations
and the set of CP-relations is established by the
fact that their semantic structures take the same
form. So let 〈S,l,<〉 be a (consistent) preferential
structure defining the P-relation |~ and the CPrelation ~
| ′. These two consequence relations
only differ in arguments with premisses α that
are unsatisfiable in S: such premisses are
uniquely defined by α |~ ¬α or alternatively
α ~
|/ ′ α. We can then define the following
functions:
h1( |~ ) = ~
| — { 〈α,β〉 | α,β∈L and α |~ ¬α}

In the literature the emphasis has been on extensions
through closure operators. This suggests a tendency to
view metalevel rules as uni-directional inference rules,
used to expand a given set of arguments (cf. the question
‘What does a conditional knowledge base entail?’ (Kraus et
al., 1990; Lehmann & Magidor, 1992)). However, we
have shown that, even if a rule like Monotonicity is a
definite rule, it may be sometimes more natural to apply
its contrapositive. In other words, such rules are not
primarily inference rules, but rather rationality postulates
constraining reasoning behaviours. Any consequence
relation satisfying a particular rule system is considered
rational with respect to the reasoning form axiomatised by
that rule system. A logically stronger rule system puts
more constraints on possible reasoning behaviours — but
this doesn’t, by itself, indicate whether the extra rules lead
to a more or rather less liberal form of reasoning.
Our perspective may also clarify the situation with respect
to the rule of Rational Monotonicity, as studied by
Lehmann and Magidor (1992).

h2( |~′ ) = |~′ ∪ { 〈α,β〉 | α,β∈L and α |~/ ′ α}
It is easy to show that these functions define
reductions from P to CP and from CP to P,
respectively. The corresponding semi-reductions
establish a restriction of P to CP and and
extension of CP to P, respectively.
≈
This result unequivocally establishes P as a more liberal
form of reasoning than CP.

4. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have proposed the notion of reducibility
between rule systems in order to characterise their
difference. A reduction of X to Y, if it exists, shows that
X-semantics has more degrees of freedom than Ysemantics. It also constructs a ‘Y-approximation’ for a
given X-relation. We have demonstrated that this notion
is more general then metalevel entailment or closure
operators by applying it to rule systems that don’t entail
each other.
In our framework the relation between M and P is
inherently ambiguous: by throwing away exceptions to
defaults we construct an M-extension of a preferential
relation, by throwing away the defaults themselves we
construct an M-restriction. While the latter reduction is
the reason for saying that preferential reasoning jumps to
conclusions that are not deductively justified, our
framework provides no formal reason for preferring the Mrestriction over the M-extension as the canonical reduction
of P to M . This can of course be seen as a shortcoming
of our framework, but it seems to be very hard to explain,
in a semantics-independent way, why it is more natural to
construct a monotonic structure from a preferential one by
throwing away the preference order rather than removing
exceptional states.

Rational Monotonicity:

α |~/ ¬ β , α |~ γ
α∧β |~ γ

The system R consists of P extended with Rational
Monotonicity. Since Rational Monotonicity is an
indefinite rule, there is no R-closure operator (there may
be several smallest R-relations containing a given
consequence relation |~). From the metalevel viewpoint
this is a perfectly natural situation: our metarules are
rationality postulates, which may be simply too weak to
fully prescribe the behaviour of a reasoning agent. On the
other hand, from the connective viewpoint such
indefiniteness is clearly unsatisfying, and Lehmann and
Magidor go at great lengths to define the notion of
rational closure (a preferred superset of |~ satisfying R).
However, notice that Rational Monotonicity is a codefinite rule, hence we may investigate its co-closure.
Now, if Rational Monotonicity were independent of the
rules of P in the same way as Monotonicity is
independent of the rules of P (Lemma 5), it would follow
that P actually restricts to R, and we could define rational
‘closure’ of an arbitrary consequence relation as closure
under P followed by co-closure under Rational
Monotonicity. We leave the investigation of this
conjecture as future work.
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